Including injured workers without compensated time loss in Cox regression models: analyzing time loss using all available data.
Cox proportional hazards regression is commonly used to analyze time loss duration, but statistical packages conventionally exclude cases with no recorded follow-up time. For this and other substantive reasons, many researchers limit time loss analyses to the subset of workers who received time loss compensation. This can exclude both injured workers who missed no work days and those missing up to a week of work. For some research questions, excluding cases where injury is reported but no time loss is recorded may result in significant ascertainment bias. We present a novel technique based on standard survival analysis methods to allow for the inclusion of all cases when appropriate. A simple technique to allow standard statistical software to include both medical-only and time loss claims in Cox regression is illustrated by example and compared with a two-part model using a time-varying step function to allow regression effects to change over time. We showed that a pooled analysis is obtained by simply adding a small constant to the time loss duration variable. This technique produced appropriate estimates while accounting for censoring when a suitable method was used for tied event times. Using a formal statistical framework, the combined model was justified as a special case of the more standard two-part model approach. When it is desirable to have a single pooled outcome estimate for injured workers with both medical-only and time loss claims, all claims can be combined into one statistical model. This may have particular utility for research questions where the risk factor or intervention of interest would be expected to affect time loss duration beginning upstream of claim filing or statutory compensation waiting periods. This novel alternative modeling strategy expands the tool kit available for analyzing time loss data.